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AUTOCLAVES

FOR HANDS-OFF
GROWTH MEDIA 
STERILIZATION

SH Scientific empowers specialty growers to scale their operations, achieve more 
consistent quality, and free up time.

As a specialty grower, your success depends on reliably sterile growth media.

DIY methods or repurposed appliances eventually turn into bottlenecks. They lack 
the precision, automation, and capacity to scale along with your operations.

Research-grade autoclaves from SH Scientific are the trustworthy, hands-off, high-
volume alternative trusted by growers worldwide.



Plug-and-Play Equipment
We realize you need to be up and running 
fast. That’s why all of our autoclaves arrive 
assembled, and require only an outlet.

• No perplexing instructions
• No plumbing hook-ups
• No sitting on hold with overseas support
• No waiting to get started

Streamline Sterilization with Fewer, Faster Devices 

Pressure cookers, rice cookers, and even simple 
metal vessels are excellent starting points. But 
eventually, tending to a fleet of DIY devices feels 
like a job of its own.

From our entry-level 60L model, with capacity for 
two medium baskets of autoclavable media bot-
tles...

To our more space-efficient 100L & 150L model, 

A Hands-off Process You Can Trust
We equip every autoclave with a digital controller for precise, programmable cycles. Simply 
enter a preset or create your own for perfectly consistent results.

1. Fill the chamber with 2 ~ 3 gallons of distilled water.
2. Use the digital controller to select a cycle.
3. Let it run quietly as you attend to other tasks.
4. Wait for the automatic, pressure-sensitive door lock to release itself.

At the press of a button—literally—your SH autoclave delivers 20 psi at 121° C, with precision 
that homegrown alternatives can’t match.

which holds two larger baskets…

Our line offers about 3-7x the capacity of common alternatives, letting you condense a day’s 
worth of sterilizing into just a few cycles. 



Is it time for more consistent, efficient growth 
media sterilization? Do you need equipment 
that’ll keep up with your new or expanding 
operation?

Visit our website or use the QR code below 
to learn more, discuss customizations, or get 
expert help choosing the right model for your 
needs.
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SH autoclaves offer trustworthy, efficient sterilization for growers of all sizes. Whether 
you're expanding a successful business or just getting started, our Korea-built and US-
supported equipment will offer years of no-fuss service.

How to Learn More

Safety Features Built-in
Heat and pressure bring certain risks, so our auto-
claves are designed to mitigate the most common 
hazards.

For instance:

• A water-level sensor prevents the device from 
running dry

• A pressure relief valve eliminates any explosion 
risk

• An automatic door lock keeps the autoclave 
safely shut when pressurized

Designing for safety is not only the right thing to do. 
It’s a critical factor in helping you stress less and 
grow more.

Getting Started with SH Scientific


